
Series on Worship, Week 6 

 

Weddings 

also 

Home Dedication and Ordination 

 

 
If you keep My commandments, you will abide in My love….  

These things I have spoken to you that My joy may remain in you,        and that your joy may be full. 

(John 15:9-11) 
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1. Weddings on Earth 

 

A man shall leave his father and mother and cleave to his wife, and the two shall 

become one flesh.  So then, they are no longer two but one flesh. (Matt. 19:5-6) 

 

That Before the Celebration of the Wedding, a Conjugial Covenant is to be Entered Into in 

the Presence of Witnesses. 

A conjugial covenant should rightly be entered into before the wedding is celebrated, in order 

that the statutes and laws of love truly conjugial may be known and may be remembered after the 

wedding; also that it may be a bond, holding their minds within the bounds of rightful marriage; 

for after the initial stages of marriage, the state preceding betrothal returns at times, and in this 

state remembrance vanishes and forgetfulness of the contracted covenant comes in. Indeed, by 

reason of enticements to things unchaste coming from unchaste persons, it becomes wholly 

obliterated, and if it is then recalled to mind, there comes a disparagement of it.  

To avert these transgressions, society has taken upon itself the protection of this covenant, and 

has enacted penalties against those who break it. In a word, the pre-nuptial covenant makes 

known the ordinances of love truly conjugial, establishes them, and binds libertines to obedience 

to them. Add to this, that by this covenant the right to propagate children, and for the children the 

right to inherit the goods of their parents, is made legitimate. (CL 307) 

 

That the Marriage is to be Consecrated by a Priest. 

The reason is because, viewed in themselves, marriages are spiritual and hence holy; for they 

descend from the heavenly marriage of good and truth, and things conjugial correspond to the 

Divine marriage of the Lord and the Church. Hence they are from the Lord Himself, and are 

according to the state of the Church with the contracting parties. Now because on earth the 

ecclesiastical order administers those things with the Lord which pertain to the priesthood, that 

is, which pertain to His Love, and thus also those which pertain to blessing, it is necessary that 

marriages be consecrated by His ministers. And because at the same time these ministers are also 

the chief witnesses, it is likewise necessary that the consent to the covenant be heard, accepted, 

confirmed, and thus established by them. (CL 308) 

 

That the Wedding is to be Celebrated with Festivity. 

The reasons are, because the pre-nuptial love which was that of the bridegroom and bride, then 

descends into their hearts, and by its diffusion from there into every part of their body, the 

delights of marriage are sensed. From these delights, their minds have festive thoughts and also 

express themselves in festivities so far as this is proper and becoming. For the promotion of 
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these, it is important that the festivities of their minds be enjoyed in the company of others, and 

they themselves be thus introduced into the joys of conjugial love. (CL 309) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions 

1. What is a covenant? 

2. What is a conjugial covenant? 

3. What do these passages imply about a wedding 

conducted by a judge? 

4. What do these passages imply about a wedding 

done by an officiant who is not part of an 

“ecclesiastical order,” such as a person 

credentialed through the internet? 

5. What sort of variety do you see among weddings 

that fill the requirements called for in these 

passages? 

6. Thinking back to the Week 2 readings on Sunday 

Worship, how should a wedding ceremony serve 

the teachings regarding external worship? 

7. How does CL 309 help us see appropriate ways 

that wedding receptions can be festive 

celebrations of a marriage? 

8. Should a newly married couple take Holy Supper 

as part of the wedding ceremony? 

 

 

 

9.  
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2. The Nature of the Marriage Covenant 

 

Therefore, what God has joined together, let not man put asunder. (Matt. 19:6) 

 

I say to you that whoever shall send away his wife, except for whoredom, and shall 

marry another, commits adultery; and he who marries her who is sent away commits 

adultery. (Matt. 19:9) 

 

Adultery is grounds for divorce….  From the light of reason, it may be seen that marriages are 

sacred and adulterous affairs profane; consequently that marriages and adulterous relationships 

are diametrically opposed to each other; and that when opposite acts upon opposite, one destroys 

the other even to the last spark of its life.  This is what happens with conjugial love when a 

married man deliberately and thus purposefully commits acts of adultery. (CL 255) 

 

By divorce is meant the abolition of the conjugial covenant and thus plenary separation and 

entire liberty thereafter to take another wife. The one only cause of this total separation or 

divorce is whoredom, according to the Lord's precept in Matthew 19:9. Referable to the same 

cause are also manifest obscenities which banish modesty and fill and infest the house with 

shameful panderings, from which arises a scortatory shamelessness into which the whole mind is 

dissolved. To these causes is added malicious desertion which involves whoredom and causes the 

wife to commit adultery and thus to be put away (Matt. 5:32) …. That whoredom is the one only 

cause of divorce is because it is diametrically opposite to the life of conjugial love and destroys it 

even to the point of extermination.  (CL 468) 

 

Marriages in the world are to continue to the end of life….  Since the marriage covenant is 

accordingly a covenant for life, it follows that appearances of love and friendship between 

married partners are necessary.  The principle that marriages once contracted are to continue on 

to the end of life in the world is based on Divine law, and being based on this, it is a matter also 

of rational law and therefore of civil law. (CL 276) 

 

People who are in a state of truly conjugial love look to eternity in their marriage because 

eternity is inherent in this love.  

Married partners who love each other tenderly think of eternity in regard to the marriage 

covenant and not at all of its being terminated by death. (CL 216:1, 4) 

 

Those who have lived in love truly conjugial… are not separated by the death of the one, since 

the spirit of the deceased partner dwells continually with the spirit of the one not yet deceased, 

and this until the death of the latter, when they meet again and reunite and love each other more 

tenderly than before because in the spiritual world. (CL 321) 
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3. Weddings in Heaven 

 
After this, the angel conducted them to the house of the nuptials. A porter opened the doors; and 

within the threshold, they were at once received and greeted by an angel sent by the bridegroom 

and were brought in and led to the seats assigned them. Soon afterwards they were invited into 

an ante-room of the bridal chamber. There, in the center, they saw a table on which was set a 

magnificent golden lampstand, constructed with seven branches with their bowls. On the walls 

hung silver lamps, and these when lighted made the atmosphere appear as though golden. At the 

sides of the lampstand, they saw two tables with loaves on them in three rows; and at the four 

corners of the room were tables on which were crystal cups. 

While they were observing these things, lo, a door opened from a room adjacent to the bridal 

chamber, and they saw six virgins coming out. After them came the bridegroom and bride 

holding each other by the hand, and leading each other to a seat placed opposite the lampstand. 

On this they sat down, the bridegroom on the left and the bride at his right, while the six virgins 

stood by the side of the seat next to the bride. The bridegroom was clothed in a radiant purple 

robe and a tunic of shining linen, with an ephod on which was a plate of gold set around with 

diamonds; and on the plate was engraved a young eagle, the nuptial badge of that society of 

heaven. On his head, he wore a miter. The bride was clothed with a scarlet mantle, and under that 

an embroidered gown reaching from the neck to the feet. Below the breast was a golden girdle, 

and on her head, a crown of gold set with rubies. 

 

Questions 

1. Why is it important that wedding vows are 

viewed as lasting to the end of life on this earth? 

2. Why is adultery the sole ground for divorce? 

3. In the General Church, priests are not permitted 

to officiate at a wedding when one of the parties 

is divorced and the former spouse of that party 

has not committed adultery.  Likewise, a wedding 

is not allowed when one of the parties has 

committed adultery.  Do you think this practice is 

faithful to the Word and the Heavenly Doctrine? 

4. If a person is sure he or she is not married in 

spirit to his or her conjugial partner, why 

shouldn’t they get divorced? 
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When they were thus seated, the bridegroom turned to the bride and placed on her finger a gold 

ring. He then drew forth bracelets and a necklace of large pearls, and fastening the bracelets upon 

her wrists and the necklace around her neck, he said, “Accept these pledges.” And as she took 

them, he kissed her and said, “Now thou art mine,” and he called her his wife. The guests then 

cried out, first each guest separately and then all together, “May there be a blessing!” Joining 

also in the cry was a delegate of the prince who had been sent in his stead; and at that moment 

the room was filled with an aromatic fragrance, the sign of a blessing from heaven. The 

attendants then took bread from the two tables beside the lampstand, and cups, now filled with 

wine, from the tables in the corners and gave to each of the guests his bread and his cup, and they 

ate and drank. After this, the husband and his wife arose, and the six virgins, holding in their 

hands the silver lamps now lighted, followed them as far as the threshold, when the married pair 

entered the bridal chamber and the door was shut. (CL 20) 

 

* * * 

I have also been permitted to see how marriages are contracted in the heavens. As everywhere in 

heaven those who are alike are united and those who are unlike are separated, so every society in 

heaven consists of those who are alike. Like are brought to like not by themselves but by the 

Lord (see above, n. 41, 43, 44, seq.); and equally consort to consort whose minds can be joined 

into one are drawn together; and consequently at first sight they inmostly love each other, and 

see themselves to be consorts, and enter into marriage. For this reason all marriages in heaven 

are from the Lord alone. They have also marriage feasts; and these are attended by many; but the 

festivities differ in different societies. (HH 383) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions 

1. What are some of the differences between 

weddings on earth and weddings in heaven? 

2. Should our weddings be more like weddings in 

heaven? 

3. What do you think about the clothing worn by 

the bride and groom in the wedding described in 

CL 20? 

4. There is a tradition in New Church weddings for 

the bride and groom to switch places after they 

have exchanged vows.  The tradition is based on 

CL 20.  What do you think of this tradition? 
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4. Blessing on a Marriage 

[A blessing on a marriage is a worship service conducted by a priest. It involves a recognition by 

the couple before the Lord that they wish to become one in the eyes of the Lord and seek His 

blessing on their marriage. Wedding rings are dedicated as tokens of the husband’s and wife’s 

desire for an eternal conjugial union.] 

 

 

 “The human conjugial and religion go together at every step. Every advance and every step 

from religion and into religion is also an advance and step from the conjugial and into the 

conjugial that belongs to and is peculiar to the Christian man.” 

 To the question, “What is this conjugial?” [the angel] said, “It is the desire of living with 

only one wife. And the Christian man has this desire according to his religion.” (CL 80) 

 

 [Conjugial] love in its steps goes hand in hand with religion, and religion, because it is the 

marriage of the Lord and the church, is the initiament and ingrafting of this love. (CL 531) 

 

Where there is no religion there is no conjugial love, and where this is lacking, there cold is 

present. Conjugial cold is the deprivation of that love…. Consequently, conjugial cold is also the 

deprivation of the state of the church or religion. A very evident confirmation of this may be 

drawn from the common ignorance at the present day concerning love truly conjugial. Who at 

this day knows that the origin of conjugial love is deduced from this source [namely, from 

religion]? Who at this day is willing to acknowledge this? And who at this day will not wonder at 

it? This is due to no other cause than the fact that though there is religion, there are no truths of 

religion; and what is religion without truths? (CL 239) 

 

That of the internal causes of cold, the first is rejection of religion by both partners. (CL 240) 

 

That of the internal causes of cold, the second is that the one has religion and the other does not. 
(CL 241) 

 

That of the internal causes of cold, the third is that the one has one religion and the other has 

another. (CL 242, see also HH 378; AC 8998) 

 

That of the internal causes [of cold], the fourth is falsity of religion. (CL 243) 

 

I was once wandering through the streets of a great city seeking a place of lodging; and I entered 

a house where dwelt married partners who were of different religions. While I was ignorant of 

the fact the angels spoke to me and said, “We cannot stay with you in this house, because the 

married partners there are in discordant religion.” They perceived this from the internal disunion 

of their souls. (CL 242) 
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5. Home Dedication 
 

Unless Jehovah builds the house, 

They labor in vain who build it…. 

Behold, sons are an inheritance of Jehovah; 

The fruit of the belly is His reward.  (Psalm 127:1, 3) 

Man may be compared to a house in which are a number of rooms, one of which leads into 

another. They who are in truths as to the understanding only are not in any room of the house, 

but only in the court [or yard]. But so far as through the understanding truth enters into the will, so 

far the man enters into the rooms and dwells in the house. Moreover, in the Word man is 

compared to a house, and the truth which is of the understanding alone is compared to a court; 

but the truth which has been made also of the will, and has there become good, is compared to an 

inhabited room and to the very bedroom. (AC 10110:3) 

To collect memory-knowledges, and by their means frame the external man, and build it up, is 

not unlike building a house; and therefore such things are signified in many passages of the 

Word by “building,” and by “building houses,” as in Isaiah: 

     I create new heavens and a new earth; they shall build houses, and inhabit them; and 

they shall plant vineyards, and eat the fruit of them; they shall not build and another 

inhabit (Isa. 65:17, 21-22).   

Here “houses” mean where there are wisdom and intelligence, thus where there are the 

knowledges of good and truth; for the Lord’s kingdom is here treated of, namely, the new 

heavens and the new earth. (AC 1488) 

THAT THERE ARE DUTIES PROPER TO THE MAN, AND DUTIES PROPER TO THE WIFE; AND THAT THE 

WIFE CANNOT ENTER INTO THE DUTIES PROPER TO THE MAN, NOR THE MAN INTO THE DUTIES 

PROPER TO THE WIFE, AND RIGHTLY PERFORM THEM….  

Questions 

1. A blessing on a marriage is often done for a couple who have been married in a 

civil proceeding.  It is also done when a couple has already been married in a 

different religion.  Do these seem like appropriate uses of such a ceremony? 

2. Are there other situations where a blessing on a marriage seems appropriate? 

3. Could a blessing on a marriage help a couple address and work through issues 

regarding religion that lead to states of internal cold? 
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One of the things people know in the world is that a husband’s duties are in some way joined 

together with the duties of his wife, and that a wife’s duties are connected to the duties of her 

husband, and that these conjunctions and connections are the assistance they give each other and 

are according to that assistance. 

But the primary duty which confederates, affiliates, and gathers the souls and lives of two 

married partners together into one is their shared concern in raising children. In this concern a 

husband’s duties and a wife’s duties are distinct and at the same time are joined together.  They 

are distinct, because the responsibility of nursing and raising little children of both sexes, and 

also of educating girls to the age when they can be married and associate with men, is a duty that 

belongs to the wife.  On the other hand, the responsibility of raising boys after early childhood to 

the time of adolescence, and after that until they become independent, is a responsibility that 

belongs to the husband.  But these duties are joined together through consulting each other, 

supporting each other, and many other kinds of mutual assistance…. People also know that these 

duties, viewed in respect to their distinctness and conjunction, make one home. (CL 174, 176) 

Infants and boys, so long as they are under nurses and teachers, do not indeed perform goods of 

use. But still they learn to perform them, and must have them for an end; thus the good of use is 

in the end. In order that a house may be built, the materials must first be provided, and the 

foundation laid, and the walls erected; and so finally it is inhabited. The good of a house is the 

dwelling in it. (Charity 129) 

 

 

Comments and Questions 

1. The purpose of a home dedication is to strengthen a couple’s or person’s 
commitment to using their house, their most valuable possession, and thus their 
whole lives, to serve the Lord and His uses. 

2. The ritual of home dedication begins with opening the Word, followed by readings. 
The father presents a copy of the Word. The priest places it in its special place, and 
says, “I dedicate this house to the spiritual and natural uses of a New Church 
home,” and says a few words about those uses. We say the Prayer, and there is a 
benediction. 

3. We see from the passages from the Arcana that a house and the construction of a 
house correspond to our mind and the building of our mind. Can you see ways in 
which a person’s house may reflect who he or she is?  

4. Can you think of times or situations when it was clear that the shared concern in 
raising children was drawing a married couple together—either in your own case, 
or in the case of some people you know well? What if one or both partners do not 
see raising children as a mission given them by the Lord? What other motivations 
might draw them together in raising children? 
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6. Inauguration and Ordination 

inaugurate: to induct into office with formal ceremonies 

ordain: to invest with ministerial functions; to bring into the order of the priesthood 

And I will give you shepherds according to My heart, and they shall shepherd you with 

knowledge and understanding.  (Jeremiah 3:15) 

With respect to priests, they ought to teach men the way to heaven, and also to lead them. They 

ought to teach them according to the doctrine of their church from the Word, and to lead them to 

live according to it. Priests who teach truths and thereby lead to the good of life and so to the 

Lord are good shepherds of the sheep. But those who teach and do not lead to the good of life 

and so to the Lord are evil shepherds.  (NJHD 315) 

The affection of interior truth teaches what is in the Word. This is evident from the signification 

of a “shepherd,” or one who feeds the flock, as being one who leads and teaches. It is the 

affection of interior truth that teaches, for from this affection the church is a church, and a pastor 

is a pastor. (AC 3795) 

The law of truth was in his mouth, and perversity was not found in his lips; he walked 

with Me in peace and in uprightness, and turned many back from iniquity. For the lips 

of the priest should keep knowledge, and they should seek the law at his mouth; for he 

is the messenger of Jehovah of Armies. (Malachi 2:6-7) 

Whoever wills to become great among you, let him be your minister; and whoever wills 

to be first among you, let him be your servant—just as the Son of Man came not to be 

ministered to, but to minister, and to give His soul a ransom for many. (Matthew 20:26-28) 

Priests must not claim for themselves any power over the souls of men, because they do not 

know in what state the interiors of a man are. Still less should they claim the power of opening 

and shutting heaven, since that power belongs to the Lord alone. (NJHD 316) 

Among the ancients, the communication and transfer… and also its reception by another—

whether it was of power, or obedience, or blessing, or testification—was signified by the laying 

on of the hand. (AC 10023) 

So it is that Jesus touched infants (Matt. 19:13, 15; Mark 10:13, 16); and that He healed the sick by the 

touch; and that they were healed who touched Him. That, too, is why to this day inaugurations 

into the priesthood are performed by the laying on of hands. (CL 396:3) 

Then Jesus said to them again, Peace be to you; as the Father has sent Me, I also send 

you. And saying this, He breathed into them, and He says to them, Receive ye the Holy 

Spirit. (John 20:21-22) 

The Divine Energy and Operation, which are meant by the “sending of the Holy Spirit” are, with 

the clergy especially, enlightenment and instruction. [These] are communicated especially to the 
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clergy because they belong to their office, and inauguration into the ministry brings them with it. 
(TCR 146) 

Every man who, from being natural becomes spiritual, passes through two states…. In the first 

state, which is called the state of reformation, the man is at full liberty to act according to the 

rationality of his understanding; and in the second, which is the state of regeneration, he is also 

in the same liberty, but now wills and acts, thinks and speaks from a new love and a new 

intelligence from the Lord….  

The first state is represented by that of...  every student who is preparing for the ministry before 

he becomes a priest, and afterwards before he becomes a pastor, and then before he becomes a 

primate. (TCR 105, 106) 

 

Comments and Questions 

1. What is the priesthood/ministry for? What are the most important uses you look 
for from ministers? 

2. What are some ways priests in the General Church might claim for themselves 
power over the souls of men? What are some ways priests might fail to  lead to the 
good of life and so to the Lord? 

3. Inaugurations and ordinations are performed by the laying on of hands. We also do 
this in the blessings at baptisms, weddings and other special services. We can see 
every day how powerful touch can be. CL 396 finishes by saying, “From this it is 
clear that the innocence of parents and the innocence of infants meet each other 
through the touch, especially of the hands, and so conjoin themselves as if by 
kisses.” 

4. The clergy is meant to help people receive the Holy Spirit by teaching the Lord’s 
Word and administering the Divine law and worship. Each person then receives the 
Holy Spirit according to the way he or she receives the truth in heart and life, and 
practices repentance, as in preparation for holy supper. So the Holy Spirit does not 
come through the clergy, but directly from the Lord. Yet the Lord lets us help each 
other receive Him. 

5. Three degrees or levels of the priesthood are suggested in TCR 106: priest, pastor, 
primate. What are some other examples of moving from a lower, preparatory state 
into a higher state of fulfillment? 

 

 


